
New WADF maximum enrolment fee per dancer. Implemented 1/7 2023 
 

Organisers of Recommended, Recognised and Registered events can charge any enrolment fee. 
 

Organisers of WADF officially Granted World and Continental Championships can only charge the 

following maximum enrolment fee. (It is allowed for any organiser to charge less fee). 

 

For all dancers 
This rule comply with all enrolments regardless if it is a competition with organiser’s music or 
dancers own music. If it is a Solo dance enrolment or a member of a team enrolment 
 
First enrolment is 20 Euro 
After the first enrolment 10 Euro is added to each enrolment up to a maximum of 80 Euro 
1 enrolment 20 Euro 
2 enrolments 30 Euro 
3 enrolments  40 Euroi 
4 enrolments  50 Euro 
5 enrolments 60 Euro 
6 enrolments 70 Euro 
7 enrolments 80 Euro 
 
8 enrolments and more 80 Euro 
 
 

Special rule 
In the event of a pure Stage dance event where there is almost only dancer’s own music used, the WADF can give 
special permission to the organizer to charge 40 Euro for an enrolment as a Solo or a Duo dancer. 
 
1 enrolment as a Solo or a Duo dancer  40 Euro 
For each extra enrolment is 10 Euro added up to a maximum of 80 Euro 
 
1 enrolment (Solo or Duo) 40 Euro 
2 enrolments   50 Euro 
3 enrolments   60 Euro 
4 enrolments   70 Euro 
5 enrolments   80 Euro 
 
6 enrolments and more 80 Euro 
 
For dancers not enrolled as a Solo or Duo dancer the first “normal” table will be used. 
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